BA CKGROUND AND CONTEXT
Traditionally, NASA "Technical Standards" were built around specific programs and organizations, e.g., -Apollo, Shuttle, Space Station, Explorers... -NASA Field Centers -MSFC, JSC ....
Liberal use was made of MIL-STD's. AgencywideTechnical
Standards were generally limited to specific areas: -Safety, Mission Assurance, Electronic Components -Construction of Facilities -Data Communications Standards
• Technical Standards were prescriptive and essentially"good forever"
•
Establishment and use of an Agencywide Technical Standards
Program has been established and accepted.
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Technical Standards areimportant totheAgency for manyreasons. Forexample, theyareusedin contract proposal reviews to verifyinputs, in-house design anddevelopment activities, support contractor use,to capture lessons learned andnewtechnology, andtomaintain engineering excellence in research and development andoperations. Theyprovidea common base for interoperability. The use of lessons learned is a principal component of any organizational culture committed to continuous improvement. They have formed the foundation for discoveries, inventions, improvement, textbooks, AND technical standards. Technical standards are a very logical way to communicate these lessons. Using the time-honored tradition of passing on lessons learned while utilizing the newest in information technology, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has launched an intensive effort to link lessons learned with specific technical standards through various Internet databases. This article will discuss the importance of lessons learned and best practices, the difficulty in finding relevant lessons learned while engaged in an engineering project, and the new NASA project that can help alleviate this difficulty. The article will conclude with recommendations for more expanded cross-sect oral uses of lessons learned with reference to technical standards.
GOALS, AUTHORITY, AND DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
In the technical arena, truly useful lessons learned must be significant in that they have a real or assumed impact on operations, valid in that they are technically correct, and applicable in that they address a specific design process or decision that mitigates or eliminates the risk for failures or reinforces a positive result. They should communicate only lessons, and should not be used as a replacement for other management information functions such as self-assessment, failure investigation, and corrective action systems.
Lessons learned are a powerful method of sharing ideas for improving work processes, facility or component design and operation, quality, safety, and cost effectiveness. Properly implemented, they should improve management decision-making during every phase of a project's development and operation.
It is important to document lessons learned in order to convey information on experiences, to control recurrence of a problem, improve safety, enhance risk management, and facilitate improved interoperability.
Thus, they are an important and critical resource that can be used by engineers, scientists, and technicians to support, for example, the design of flight and ground support hardware, software, facilities, and procedures. Sometimes best practices are also referred to as lessons learned applied.
Information on lessons learned may be found in a number of different locations, including organizational technical reports, professional engineering journals, and databases specifically focused on lessons learned. But locating a lesson learned applicable to one's specific interest is generally not a very "user friendly" experience--hence the motivation for developing a "marriage" with technical standards.
(b) The Problem
With the explosion in technical accomplishments during the past century, especially during the last few decades, it has become critical to rapidly communicate the knowledge gained through experience. This is very tree for activities associated with producing more advanced products within the "faster, better, cheaper" philosophy. The dependence upon word of mouth and textbooks to communicate lessons _earnedr_hite-stitt important;_is-no-tongeradequate orrealisticcExpeet_gmeers _-ffd s-cithlqs_s t_o search through the ever-increasing number and contents of lessons learned databases has proven to be less than productive. It is difficult and time consuming for moat engineers to search for and use such lessons learned databases. However, there is a viable solution to this problem.
(c) A Solution
All NASAPrograms andProjects arebased ontheapplication oftechnical standards, whether produced bygovernment agencies includingtheDepartment of Defense, orby non-government standards developing organizations. Thedevelopment of these andothertechnical standards havegonethrough an extensive reviewprocess. Giventhisdatabase of technical standards, alongwiththeexistence of a screened lessons learned database, a productive marriage of thetwois nowpossible. On the surface, this marriage appears easily achievable but this is not the case. It requires the talents of dedicated and experienced engineers who must also possess the gifts of persistence and meticulous attention to detail. The material involved must be read and interpreted and then correlated. The lessons learned database must then be integrated with the technical standards database. Both databases continue to grow at a prolific rate. Once related, the lessons learned must be reviewed and associated with the applicable technical standards.
Currently theNASATechnical Standards Program
A NASA "pilot" effort to test this approach has been successful. Consideration is being given to expand the effort beyond the NASA Preferred Technical Standards database. To the degree practical, this should be done in collaboration with the standards developing organizations involved.
The result will be an invaluable database whereby any technical standard required for a program or project design, development, or operations process will also have identified with it any relevant lessons learned. This marriage will without doubt significantly encourage the development of "faster, better, cheaper" products. Also, technical standards with associated lessons learned may be candidates for revision or may spur the development of a new technical standard.
(e) Example
To illustrate the results of the pilot effort regarding the integration of information on lessons learned with technical standards, an example is presented as it appears within the NASA This database reflects one of the many the NASA Technical Standards Program has selected for further screening and efforts to integrate into its NASA Preferred Technical Standards as appropriate relative to the topics (Best Practices) identified.
Summary Remarks
In the Space Operations arena, links should be established as soon as practical between lessons learned and, where possible, the technical standards to which they relate. This can be accomplished by government organizations such as NASA and DOD, industry groups, and standards developing organizations. The results can then be made available and shared with all interested parties. Users of the technical standards would then have immediate links, access to lessons learned and other relevant information as they select and apply technical standards in the normal design, development, and operations process.
The longer-term goal should be to update technical standards, where appropriate, to reflect lessons learned. Normal practice in the standards community is for technical standards to be reviewed and, where necessary, updated at least once in five years. Links to related lessons learned would provide a basis for additions and updates of technical standards, thus facilitating the marriage process. For government and non-government developed technical standards, the addition of lessons learned can be made directly whenever prudent. To accomplish this goal, and thus reduce mission risk, it is recommended that initiatives by those developing and using technical standards products be established to integrate lessons learned with technical standards.
The existence of integrated lessons learned and technical standards system will certainly contribute toward minimizing Space Operation risks. Only one project saved or enhanced will repay the cost of developing an integrated lessons learned and technical standards system many-fold. Without this marriage the lessons learned and best practices database, and other similar databases, will continue to find limited and very focused utility relative to the development and operation of future industry and government programs and projects.
